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I. Purpose 
The New York State Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse (OASAS), in collaboration with the 

Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV), Impaired Driver Program (IDP) educators and OASAS approved 

providers of clinical screening and assessment for the impaired driving offender (Clinical Providers), has 

developed the Impaired Driver System (IDS) to collect data and track motorists charged with or convicted of an 

impaired driving related offense as they move through the processes of screening, assessment, treatment and 

participation in the IDP. IDS is a point-forward system that will eventually build a comprehensive database of 

information connecting impaired driving recidivism data with data concerning motorists’ participation in related 

clinical and educational processes. Formerly, since data generated by IDP directors and Clinical Providers was 

manually processed and not integrated with other electronic systems, it was difficult to connect this to relevant 

recidivism data on impaired drivers. IDS captures the most relevant data on impaired drivers including prior 

convictions and contact with IDP and Clinical Providers. IDS simplifies information sharing, improves process 

efficiency and increases the rate of accuracy in data collection. 

 

IDS is a web-based solution, which means that it is deployed to users without the overhead associated with 

software installation and maintenance that exists in a client server environment. IDS provides increased 

efficiency, accuracy and timeliness of information sharing, with electronic data exchange between OASAS and 

DMV resulting in a more effective, efficient and consistent evaluation process for impaired driving offenders. 

IDS is customized with user guidance on standards and best practices to reduce incorrect entries or 

unsubstantiated determinations. Furthermore, automated reporting to IDS triggers the transmission of pertinent 

data to DMV, reducing the need for manual intervention and paper-based processing. 

 

OASAS and DMV analyze IDS data to track the paths of impaired driving offenders and also to monitor the 

activity of IDP and Clinical Providers. Data collection will support outcome measures by connecting motorist 

recidivism data with prior referrals and/or completions of assessment, treatment or IDP processes. Outcome 

measures of recidivism aid in our identification of patterns or trends in motorist activity and point to areas in 

need of enforcement or prevention efforts. Data analysis reports may be used as documentation in response to 

provider complaints, to inform policy decisions and support related initiatives. Limited and non-identifying data 

is also shared with other agencies, such as the Office of Court Administration (OCA) and the Division of 

Criminal Justice Services (DCJS), to enhance the quality and reliability of statistical data needed for related 

research projects. 

 

IDP and Clinical Providers will use the system to report specific details on the motorist’s status indicating their 

compliance with requirements deemed necessary by the court or DMV as a result of their impaired driving 

related offense. Reporting to IDS triggers the transmission of data to DMV, possibly effectuating changes in the 

motorist’s conditional licensing or relicensing eligibility status. IDS data that is transmitted to DMV is posted to 

the motorist’s license file for internal review by DMV only. Authorized DMV users may also access IDS to 

view more detailed information if necessary during their evaluation of a motorist’s application for relicensing. 

 

IDS is an easy-to-use, highly flexible application that facilitates tracking of impaired driving offenders and 

collecting and organizing data regarding their screening, assessment, treatment and/or participation in IDP. 
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II. User Groups 

User access levels and reporting capabilities are determined at login according to the user’s role and business 

needs which are prescribed by laws, policies and regulations. 

 

IDS can be accessed by four distinct user groups: 

Clinical Providers 
Clinical Providers are OASAS Approved Providers of Impaired Driver Screening and Assessment Services and 

are further classified as OASAS certified providers; New York State Education Department (SED) licensed 

practitioners; as well as OASAS approved providers licensed or certified through another state or federal 

agency (including the Office of Mental Health (OMH), Veterans Affairs (VA) or Indian Health Service (IHS). 

Clinical Providers use IDS to view, edit and add pertinent details concerning the clinical screenings, 

assessments and treatment they conduct for motorists who have been charged with or convicted of an impaired 

driving offense. 

IDP Providers 
IDP providers use the system to view, edit, create and track details for impaired driving motorists who 

participate in IDP by voluntary enrollment to obtain a conditional license or by court order to satisfy a 

conditional discharge that may have been included in the disposition of their criminal case. 

DMV Staff 
DMV staff access the system to view data related to motorist relicensing requirements, such as the satisfactory 

completion of IDP, assessment and any treatment that may have been recommended by a Clinical Provider. 

Data entry by Clinical and IDP Providers into IDS will also trigger the electronic transmission of data to 

DMV’s internal license file, which will generate timely changes in that motorist’s conditional license or 

relicensing eligibility status. 

OASAS Staff 
OASAS staff utilize the system to track the paths of impaired driving offenders and evaluate Clinical Provider 

and IDP activity. Collection and analysis of IDS data supports outcome measures on impaired driving recidivism 

and aids in the identification of patterns or trends within geographical areas. Data analysis reports may be 

used as documentation in response to provider complaints, to inform policy decisions and support related 

initiatives. Limited and non-identifying data is shared with other agencies such as OCA and DCJS as described 

above. 

 
III. Functionality 

The IDS application provides data entry capability for IDP and Clinical Providers to report specific details 

about an impaired driving offender’s status and compliance with applicable requirements. 

 

User reporting to the system will trigger the transmission of data to DMV for their use in evaluating and 

initiating changes in a motorist’s conditional license or relicensing eligibility status. The IDS application will 

provide for the electronic transmission of data pertinent to a motorist’s status to DMV on a nightly basis. 

IDS Security 
As with all other OASAS systems, users must complete an External Access Request Form (IRM-15) for 

authorized access to IDS. This form can be downloaded from the OASAS Applications web site 

(http://www.oasas.ny.gov/mis/forms/irm-15.pdf). Upon approval of a request for registration, a username and 

http://www.oasas.ny.gov/mis/forms/irm-15.pdf)
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password is assigned for personal access to the system. OASAS certified providers are able to use the same 

username they currently use to login to other OASAS applications; however, a specific request for access to 

IDS is still required. All IDS inquiries and user activity is tracked and monitored for security and auditing 

purposes by the OASAS IT Bureau. 

IDS Consent Form 
IDS users are required to obtain the motorist’s consent before viewing or creating their IDS records.

1 
A 

customized consent form has been developed for this purpose (Appendix B). The IDS consent form lists the 

specific data elements displayed in IDS and explains the purpose for sharing these details with parties listed on 

the consent. Confidentiality has been further assured by requiring that users attest to the receipt of each 

motorist’s consent when selecting from a list of IDS records generated by inquiry and when creating a new IDS 

case. 
 

Driver’s Abstract 
IDS users can access the motorist’s most current abstract of driving record by clicking the “Driver’s Abstract” 

link, located at the top right of data entry fields on the screening, assessment, treatment and IDP pages. 

Drivers’ abstracts are accessible through IDS via a DMV web service and displayed to the IDS user in a pdf 

format. A sample driver’s abstract is available to view in Appendix C – ‘Abstract of Driving Record Sample’. 

 

IV. Email Alerts
2
 

IDS assists with client management by alerting users (via email) when a client’s status, as reported in IDS, is 

moving toward a state of non-compliance. Email alerts are general messages that do not include identifying 

information about the motorist. Email alerts are simply a prompt for the IDS user to login to IDS to view alert 

and client details so that they can then take whatever action may be necessary. A list of active cases in “alert” 

status can be independently viewed at any time by the IDS user for their own use in following up with clients. 

Up to date and accurate email addresses for each IDS user are required for the reliability of this function. 

Following are causes for email alerts: 

 
 Any active case that is closing in on a specified date checkpoint indicative of the motorist’s 

non-compliance or the record’s need for a status update. 

 

 Alerts to Clinical Provider with open assessment case: 

 30 days from start date: reminder of open and active assessment case. 
 45 days from start date: reminder of open and active assessment case and includes a 

warning of “system closure in 15 days”. 

 60 days from start date: notice of system closure. 

 

 Alerts to Clinical Provider with open treatment case: 

 Beginning 90 days following a treatment admission date, alerts are sent on a bi-monthly 

basis as a reminder of all open and active treatment cases until the user reports that the 

case has been closed (i.e., ‘Discharge Status’ and ‘Discharge Date’ are entered). 
 
 

 

1 Upon IDP enrollment at DMV, IDP participants will have already signed an attestation of consent allowing the IDP to access their IDS 

record and view/print a copy of their driver’s abstract through IDS prior to the first class. However, IDPs must also issue the full IDS 

consent form and obtain signatures from each participant during the first day of class. 
 

2 
As of this update, emails regarding cases that are in alert status have not been turned on, however, a list of cases in alert status are 

 available on t he “View All My Ca ses” page.   
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 Alerts to Impaired Driver Program Provider with an open IDP case and referral made for 

Assessment: 
 15 days from referral entry date: alert to IDP provider if no ‘Assessment Start Date’ has 

been entered by a Clinical Provider. 

 Alert to IDP provider upon entry of ‘Assessment Status’ by the Clinical Provider 

(‘Assessment End Date’ and ‘Assessment Status’) or upon system closure of an 

assessment record. 

 

 Open IDP case with Referral Made for Treatment by Clinical Provider: 

 15 days from ‘Assessment End Date’ (‘Treatment Referral Date’): alert sent to IDP 

provider if no ‘Treatment Admission Date’ has been entered by a Clinical Provider. 

 Upon entry of ‘Treatment Status’ (‘Discharge Date’ and ‘Discharge Status’ entered by 

Clinical Provider): notice sent to IDP provider. 

 

 Open IDP Cases Without an Assessment or Treatment Referral or Treatment Admission: 

 90 days from ‘IDP Start Date’: reminder of open and active case. 
 120 days from ‘IDP Start Date’: reminder of open and active case and warning of 

system closure in 30 days. 

 150 days from ‘IDP Start Date’: notice of system closure and drop.
3
 

 

 IDP Transfer: 

 On ‘Date of Transfer`: alert to new IDP provider. 
 15 days from ‘Transfer Date’: alert sent to old and new IDP providers if no new IDP 

‘Start Date’ has been entered. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

3As of this update, system closures have not been activated. 
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V. Locating a Motorist Record in IDS 

IDS allows users to navigate to specific motorist records by using the “Motorist Search” page or the “View All 

My Cases” page. In this section, both methods are described in detail with suggestions for when a user may 

prefer to locate a record using one method over the other. 

Method 1 - Motorist Search 
 

The “Motorist Search” method should be used when an IDS user needs to view a driver’s abstract, add/update a 

screening, assessment, or treatment record or update a IDP record in IDS. 

 

To perform a motorist search, users should navigate to the main OASAS Applications web site:  

https://apps.oasas.ny.gov/portal/page/portal/OASAS_APPS and login; then, under the “Applications” tab, select 

the link for the Impaired Driver System on the Portal home page. The “Motorist Search” page will appear by 

default and includes a data entry field for the NYS DMV Client ID, which is required to search the system for 

any existing records on a motorist. A screen shot can be found in Figure 1.1. 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Motorist Search 

 

 

Motorist Search Criteria 

Page Descriptions 

 

 NYS DMV Client ID – Represents the motorist’s 9-digit DMV Client ID or New York State 

driver’s license number. This information can be obtained directly from the motorist or from 

documentation of the arrest or violation, including a copy of the traffic ticket, arrest report or 

incident report. If the motorist cannot provide their NYS DMV Client ID, they can obtain it by 

ordering a copy of their driver’s abstract online at:  http://www.dmv.ny.gov/abstract.htm 

 

 

Buttons 

 
View My Cases – This option allows users to view all open and closed cases that are associated with their 

username and/or provider. 

Create New Case – This option will direct users to the “Motorist Details – General” page where they can enter 

information and create new motorist details. Users would choose this option if their search produces no match 

to an IDS record. 

Find – This option will search for and validate the NYS DMV Client ID. If a match is found, the result will 

display below. 

https://apps.oasas.ny.gov/portal/page/portal/OASAS_APPS
http://www.dmv.ny.gov/abstract.htm
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If all information is not entered or non-numeric data is entered into the NYS DMV Client ID field, an error 

message will display. See Figure 1.2. 
 

 
Figure 1.2 Motorist Search Page with Errors 

 

Motorist Search Result 
The user’s search will result in the display of a motorist record that matches the NYS DMV Client ID entered. 

A screen shot showing an example of the search result can be found in Figure 1.3. 

 

 
Figure 1.3 Motorist Search Result 

 

 

Search Criteria 

Page Descriptions 

Search - If search is not successful, a motorist record must be created [See Section VI. “Creating a Case”]. 

 
Consent 

“Consent Obtained” Check Box - To edit and/or view the details of a motorist record, select the “Consent 

Obtained” check box and attest to the fact that the IDS Consent Form has been signed by the motorist by 

selecting ‘OK’ on a pop-up window. IDS will then navigate to that Motorist’s “Motorist Summary” page. The 

IDS Consent Form is available as a link within the application should a user need immediate access to it. IDS 

Clear – This option clears all data that was entered on the page, allowing re-entry of data in each field to 

search for a different motorist. 
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users cannot access or report data about a motorist in IDS without official documentation of that motorist’s 

consent. 

Method 2 - View All My Cases 
 

The “View All My Cases” method should be used by IDP users to search for their enrolled participants or by 

Clinical Providers who have already entered a screening, assessment or treatment record for a motorist. 

 

As indicated in the previous section, after logging into IDS, users are directed to the “Motorist Search” page. 

From this page, users can click on the “View All My Cases” button, which then directs them to a list of all of 

the IDS records associated with their username and/or provider. A screen shot can be found in Figure 1.4. 

 

 

 

 

Result List 

Figure 1.4 – View All My Cases 

Page Descriptions 

Result Columns – Each column header indicates the data element represented in that column. Selecting the 

header name of any column will result in sorting the data in either ascending or descending (alternating 

selections) order by that column’s data element. By default, data is sorted by “Violation Date” in ascending 

order. 

Consent 

“Consent Obtained” Check Box - To edit and/or view the details of a motorist record, select the “Consent 

Obtained” check box and attest to the fact that the IDS Consent Form has been signed by the motorist by 

selecting ‘OK’ on a popup window. IDS will then navigate to the “Motorist Summary” page. The IDS Consent 

Form is available as a link within the application should a user need immediate access to it. 
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VI. Motorist Summary 

After successfully locating a motorist in IDS, users are directed to the “Motorist Summary” page which 

includes the motorist’s details and the names of providers and programs the motorist has come in contact with 

during the clinical screening, assessment, treatment or IDP process. A screen shot can be found in Figure 1.6. 

Breadcrumb links at the top left of this page can be used to return to the “Motorist Search,” page where criteria 

are preserved. 
 

 
Figure 1.6 Motorist Summary 

Page Descriptions 

Motorist Details – Displays information that identifies the motorist record and violation date. 

 
Screening Details – The following fields are displayed: 

Provider 

Screening Date 

Assessment Required 

Screening Tool Used 

 
Assessment Details – The following fields are displayed: 

Provider 

Referral Source 

Start Date 

Completion Date 

Status 
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Treatment Details – The following fields are displayed: 

Provider 

Admission Date 

Number of Sessions 

Discharge Date 

Discharge Status 

 
IDP Details – The following fields are displayed: 

Provider 

Start Date 

Status Date 

Assessment Referral 

Status 

 

 
 
 

 

 

VII. Creating a Case (Motorist Details) 

Although motorist and violation information will often be pre-populated with data from the DMV, IDS users 

may sometimes be required to enter this information manually. Users are able to enter motorist and violation 

details by clicking on the “Create New Case” button (Figure 1.7) on the “Motorist Search” page only after first 

determining that the motorist is not already in the system. Note: To accurately ensure a motorist record is 

not in the system, users should follow the steps in the “Locating a Motorist Record in IDS” Section IV. of 

this manual. 

Buttons 

 
Details – When the “Details” button is clicked, users will be directed to the corresponding section where, 

based on user privileges, they can view, edit or add screening, assessment, treatment or IDP details. 

Business Rules 

 
DMV users will have read-only privileges to the “Motorist Summary” page. The “Details” buttons are not 

displayed on the screen for DMV users. 

IDS users can view but not edit details input by other users. 
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Figure 1.7 Motorist Search - Displays the IDS Consent pop-up that appears after users click on the “Create New Case’ button 

 

From the “Motorist Search” page, users can click on the “Create New Case” button to add motorist details into 

the system. From there, users will be directed to the “Motorist Details – General” webpage which is shown in 

Figure 1.8. Required fields on this page are denoted with an asterisk and any validations that the field must pass 

in order to be saved are indicated below the field. A screen shot of this page returned with errors can be found 

in Figure 1.9. A breadcrumb link at the top left of this page can be used to return to the “Motorist Search” page 

where search criteria are preserved. 
 

 

 
Figure 1.8 Motorist Details – General 

 

 
 

Data Entry – All fields are required. 

Page Descriptions 

 NYS DMV Client ID – Represents the motorist’s 9-digit DMV Client ID or New York State 

driver’s license number. This information can be obtained directly from the motorist or from 

documentation of the arrest or violation, including a copy of the traffic ticket, arrest report or 

incident report. If the motorist is unable to provide you with their DMV Client ID, they can obtain it 

by ordering a copy of their driver’s abstract online at: http://www.dmv.ny.gov/abstract.htm 

 First 2 Char of Last Name at Birth – The first 2 characters of the motorist’s last name at birth. 

 First 2 Char of Current Last Name – The first 2 characters of the motorist’s current last name. 

 Sex – Male / Female gender options are available for selection in a drop down menu. 

 Birth Date – The motorist’s Birth Date in MM/DD/YYYY format. 

 Last 4 SSN – The last 4 digits of the motorist’s social security number (SSN). If the motorist does 

not have an SSN, you should enter ‘0000’ in this field. 

 State of License - A list of options is included in the drop down menu. 

Buttons 

http://www.dmv.ny.gov/abstract.htm
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VIII. Adding a Violation 

Figure 1.9 Motorist Details Page with Errors 

 

In circumstances where no information has been received from the DMV regarding a motorist, users are 

required to manually enter violation details into IDS. To do this, users must first navigate to the Violation Tab. 

See the box below for a navigation tip. 

 

 Navigation Tip – Finding the Violation Tab 

I am “Creating a New Case”: After entering all the information on the “Motorist Details – General” page, you will be automatically 

directed to the “Violation Details” page once you click on the “Insert Violation” button. 

 

The “Violation Details” page displays the text fields that must be completed in order to create an arrest or 

violation record for a motorist. Required fields on this page are denoted with an asterisk and any data validations 

that the field must pass in order to be saved are indicated. A screen shot can be found in Figure 2.1. A breadcrumb 

link at the top left of this page can be used to return to the “Motorist Search” page where criteria are preserved. 
 

 

 

 
 

Insert Violation –When creating a case, users must also enter the violation for the motorist by clicking on the 

“Insert Violation” button after all of the motorist details have been entered. When you click on the “Insert 

Violation” button, IDS will validate the motorist details you have entered on the screen and either return the 

page with error messages or navigate to the “Violation Details” page. Figure 1.9 is a screen shot showing how 

error messages will be displayed. If no errors are found, users will be directed to the “Violation Details” page to 

enter the violation information. 

Clear – The “Clear” button will clear the screen of any manually entered content. 
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Figure 2.1 Violation Details 

Page Descriptions 

Data Entry - Required fields are marked with an asterisk (*) 

 Violation Date – The arrest or violation date in MM/DD/YYYY format. 

 *First 2 Char of Current Last Name – The first 2 characters of the motorist’s current last name. 

 *County Name - A list of options is included in a drop down menu. The Court Name list is filtered 

based on the county name. 

 *Court Name - A list of all NYS courts is included in a drop down menu. 

 *BAC Level - The available drop down options are: 

 < .15 
 .15 - .17 

 .18 - .21 

 .22 - .26 

 .27 - .30 

 > .30 

 None 

 Unknown 

 *Chemical Test Refusal -The available drop down options are: 

 Yes 
 No 

 Unknown 

 Out of State Violation - If a NYS licensed motorist was charged for an offense that occurred 

outside of NYS, users should identify the state where the violation occurred in this drop down menu. 
*Violation - A list of options is included in a drop down menu. Choice of violation is based on 

conversation with the motorist and review of the motorist’s arrest report, ticket copy and/or abstract of 

driving record. 

 

Buttons 
 
Save – The “Save” button will result in validating information entered on the screen. If errors are found, the 

page will be re-displayed with errors indicated. If no errors are found, the application will save the information 

and add the violation details on the grid. 
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IX. Adding a Screening 

The “Screening Details” page displays fields requiring data entry to add screening details for a motorist. Please 

note that a screening record should ONLY be entered when the court is specifically requiring a screening. 

You should not enter screening information if the screening you conducted was part of a full, 

comprehensive assessment. Required screen fields on this page are denoted with an asterisk and any data 

validations that the field must pass in order to be saved are indicated. A screen shot can be found in Figure 2.2. 

A breadcrumb link at the top left of this page can be used to return to the “Motorist Search” page where criteria 

are preserved. 

 

 Navigation Tip – Finding the Screening Tab 

I am on the ‘General’, ‘Violation’, ‘Assessment’ or ‘Treatment’ screen and I want to enter a screening: Simply click on the 

‘Screening’ tab. 

I am on the ‘Motorist Search’ page: Follow the steps in the “Locating a Motorist” section, then navigate to the “Motorist Summary” 

page and click on the “Details” button above the screening section. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2 Screening Details 

 

Page Descriptions 

Data Entry - Required fields are marked with an asterisk (*) 

 *Screening Date – Indicates the date that the screening was conducted. This is a required field and 

must be entered in MM/DD/YYYY format. 

Clear – The “Clear” button will clear the screen of any manually entered content. 

Driver Abstract – The “Driver Abstract” hyperlink will navigate users to the most current abstract of driving 

record for the motorist. 
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 *Assessment Recommended – Represents the clinician’s determination that the motorist may need 

a full comprehensive assessment to determine whether or not there is evidence of an abuse or 

dependence diagnosis. The default is “Select” and the drop down options are: 

 Yes 

 No 

 

 *Screening Tool Used (*Required) – Indicates which screening instrument was administered to the 

motorist. IDS offers a list of the five screening tools recommended for use by OASAS approved 

providers but also allows clinicians to use other screening instruments of their choice. The default is 

“Select” and the options are: 

 The RIA Self Inventory (RIASI) 

 The AUDIT Alcohol Screening Test 

 Michigan Alcohol Screening Test for Alcohol and Drug (MAST/AD) 

 Simple Screening Instrument (SSI) 

 Drug Abuse Screening Test (DAST) 

 Other (You will be required to enter the name of the screening tool used) 

 
 Other: If “Other” is selected for Screening Tool Used, you must enter the name of the screening 

tool used in the space provided. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

X. Adding an Assessment 

The “Assessment Details” page displays data entry fields required to add assessment details for a motorist. 

Required screen fields on this page are denoted with an asterisk and any data validations that the field must pass 

in order to be saved are indicated. A screen shot can be found in Figure 2.3. A breadcrumb link at the top left of 

this page can be used to return to the “Motorist Search” page where criteria are preserved. 
 

 

Buttons 

 
Save –When you click on the “Save” button, IDS will validate information entered on the screen. If errors are 

found, an error message will be displayed. If no errors are found, IDS will save the screening details entered. 

Clear – The “Clear” button will clear the screen of any manually entered content. 

Add – The “Add” button will allow a user to add a new screening. 

Driver Abstract - The “Driver Abstract” hyperlink will navigate users to the most current abstract of driving 

record for the motorist. 

Business Rules 

 
Motorist details must exist in the system before adding screening, assessment, treatment and/or IDP details for 

a motorist. 

Navigation Tip – Finding the Assessment Tab 
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Figure 2.3 Assessment Details 

Page Descriptions 

Data Entry - Required fields are marked with an asterisk (*) 

 

 *Referral Source – Indicates from which situation the motorist is coming to you and how the 

motorist came to need an assessment. This is a required field and the available drop down menu 

options are: 

 Court 

 DMV 

 IDP 

 Motorist (self-referral) 

 
 *Start Date – Indicates the date of the first face to face assessment appointment with the motorist. 

This field is required and must be entered in the format MM/DD/YYYY. 
 

 Violation Documents Reviewed – Not a required field unless ‘Assessment Status’ has been selected 

as ‘Completed: Treatment Recommended’ or ‘Completed: No Treatment Necessary’. OASAS 

approved providers should obtain paperwork associated with the motorist’s violation for officially 

documented details about the circumstances surrounding the motorist’s violation, such as the time of 

day, location, additional observations made by the arresting/ticketing officer, others involved, if any, 

and notes of any statements made by the motorist. Acceptable documentation of the violation 

includes any paperwork that the motorist was issued at the time he or she was arrested, ticketed or 

arraigned, such as the arrest report, traffic ticket or incident report. The available drop down menu 

options are: 

 Yes 

 No 

 

 Toxicology Ordered – Indicates whether or not you ordered toxicology, and if yes, whether or not 

the results were positive or negative. This is not a required field unless ‘Assessment Status’ has been 

selected as ‘Completed: Treatment Recommended’ or ‘Completed: No Treatment Necessary’. The 

available drop down menu options are: 

 Yes: Positive 

I am on the ‘General’, ‘Violation’, ‘Screening’ or ‘Treatment’ screen and I want to enter an Assessment: Simply click on the 

‘Assessment’ tab. 

I am on the ‘Motorist Search’ page: Follow the steps in the “Locating a Motorist” section, then navigate to the “Motorist Summary” 

page and click on the “Details” button above the assessment section. 
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 Yes: Negative 

 No 

 

 Collateral Interviews Conducted – Indicates whether you spoke with any other people to gather 

additional information in order to support your own clinical determination for the motorist. 

Collateral contacts can include the motorist’s relatives, employers, neighbors, friends or significant 

others. This is not a required field unless ‘Assessment Status’ has been selected as ‘Completed: 

Treatment Recommended’ or ‘Completed: No Treatment Necessary’. The available drop down menu 

options are: 

 Yes 

 No 

 

 Driver’s Abstract Reviewed – Indicates the last date that you reviewed the motorist’s abstract of 

driving record. Please note that OASAS requires providers to review an updated copy of the 

motorist’s driver’s abstract through IDS within 24 hours of making a final assessment determination 

to ensure the provider is aware of the most complete and accurate history of the motorist’s impaired 

driving related offenses. If you review a motorist’s driver’s abstract more than once during the 

course of your assessment process, you should enter the last date of review. This date will ideally 

match your assessment completion date. This is not a required field unless ‘Assessment Status’ has 

been selected as ‘Completed: Treatment Recommended’ or ‘Completed: No Treatment Necessary’. 

The field requires entry of a date in MM/DD/YYYY format. 

 

 Completion Date – Indicates the date you completed your assessment and made your final clinical 

determination for the motorist. If the motorist did not complete the assessment process, you should 

enter the date of their last appointment and indicate their non-completion status in the “assessment 

status” field. Must be entered in the format MM/DD/YYYY but is not a required field until 

‘Assessment Status’ has been selected. 

 

 Assessment Status – Indicates the outcome of the assessment process. This field is not required 

until the ‘Assessment Completion Date’ has been entered. The default is “Select” and the available 

drop down menu options are: 

 Completed: Treatment Recommended - This option should be selected when the motorist has 

cooperated with the assessment process and you are able to support a diagnosis of substance 

abuse or dependence as a basis for admission to a treatment program. 

 

 Completed: No Treatment Necessary - This option should be selected when the motorist has 

cooperated with the assessment process without evidence of a substance use disorder. 

 

 Not Completed: Lost Contact - This option should be selected when a Clinical Provider is 

unable to make contact with the motorist. 

 

 Not Completed: Canceled by Motorist -This option should be selected when the motorist has 

canceled the assessment process. 

 

 Not Completed: Noncompliance - This option indicates that the motorist has refused to 

comply with any requirements deemed necessary in order to complete the assessment process. 
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 Automatic System Closure - This option cannot be selected but will display if an assessment 

record has been closed due to inactivity for a period of 60 days. 

 

 
 
 

 

Buttons 

 
Save – When you click on the “Save” button, IDS will validate information entered on the screen. If errors are 

found, an error message will be displayed. If no errors are found, IDS will save your assessment details in the 

database. 

Clear – The “Clear” button will clear the screen of any manually entered content. 

Add – The “Add” button will allow a user to add a new assessment. 

Driver Abstract - The “Driver Abstract” hyperlink will navigate users to the most current abstract of driving 

record for the motorist. 

Business Rules 

 
Assessment Completion Date is required if the Assessment Status is selected and vice versa. 

Treatment  Tab  will  be  disabled  unless  the  Assessment  Tab  indicates  the  status  “Completed:  Treatment 

Recommended”. 

If Assessment Status is “Completed”, a selection must be made for the Driver’s Abstract Reviewed, Arrest 

Report Reviewed, Collateral Interviews Conducted, and Toxicology Ordered fields. 
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XI. Adding a Treatment Record 

The “Treatment” tab displays fields requiring data entry to add treatment details for a motorist. Required screen 

fields on this page are denoted with an asterisk and any data validations that the field must pass in order to be 

saved are indicated. A screen shot can be found in Figure 2.4. A breadcrumb link at the top left of this page can 

be used to return to the “Motorist Search” page where criteria are preserved. 
 

 Navigation Tip – Finding the Treatment Tab 

I am on the ‘General’, ‘Violation’, ‘Screening’, or ‘Assessment’ screen and I want to enter a treatment record: Simply click on 

the ‘Treatment’ tab. 

I am on the ‘Motorist Search’ page: Follow the steps in the “Locating a Motorist” section, then navigate to the “Motorist Summary” 

page and click on the “Details” button above the treatment section. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Treatment Details 

Page Descriptions 

Data Entry - Required fields are marked with an asterisk (*) 

 *Admission Date – Indicates the date that the motorist was admitted to treatment. Must be entered 

in MM/DD/YYYY format. 
 

 Number of Sessions – Indicates the number of treatment sessions that the motorist has attended. 

This number can be updated periodically or entered once upon discharge. It is not a required field 

unless ‘Discharge Status’ has been selected as “Completed”. 

 

 Discharge Date – Indicates the date that the motorist was discharged from treatment. Must be 

entered in MM/DD/YYYY format but is not required field until a “Discharge Status” has been 

selected. 

 

 Discharge Status – Indicates the status of the motorist at the time of discharge, or the reason why 

the motorist was discharged from treatment. Not a required field until a ‘Discharge Date’ has been 

entered. The default is “Select” and the drop down options are as follows: 
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 Completed -This option should be selected when the motorist has achieved treatment goals 

and met the “treatment completion” criteria outlined in OASAS’ ‘Standards for Clinical 

Services Provided to Individuals Arrested for an Impaired Driving Offense’. 

 

 Transferred - This option should be selected when the motorist has been transferred to 

another outpatient treatment facility. 

 

 Referred to a Different Level of Care - This option should be selected when the motorist is 

unable to achieve treatment goals in an outpatient setting until a higher or different level of 

care is received. 

 

 Not Completed: Lost Contact - This option should be selected for discharges related to a 

Clinical Provider’s inability to make contact with the motorist. 

 

 Not Completed: Noncompliance - This option should be selected when the motorist has 

refused to comply with any requirements deemed necessary to remain in treatment and 

complete treatment goals. 

 

 Not Completed: Administrative Discharge - This option should be selected when the motorist 

is unable to continue treatment due to financial or medical issues, relocation without prior 

arrangement for transfer, or incarceration for an incident that occurred prior to the treatment 

admission date. 

 

 
 
 

 

Buttons 

 
Save – When you click on the “Save” button, IDS will validate information entered on the screen. If errors are 

found, an error message will be displayed. If no errors are found, IDS will save your treatment details in the 

database. 

Clear – The “Clear” button will clear the screen of any manually entered content. 

Add – The “Add” button will allow adding a new treatment record. 

Driver Abstract – The “Driver Abstract” hyperlink will navigate users to the most current abstract of driving 

record for the motorist. Please note that OASAS requires providers to review an updated copy of the motorist’s 

driver’s abstract through the system within 24 hours of making a final assessment determination to ensure the 

provider is aware of the complete and accurate history of the motorist’s impaired driving related offenses. 

Business Rules 
 

‘Discharge Date’ is required if the ‘Discharge Status’ is selected and vice versa. 

‘Number of Sessions’ is required if the ‘Discharge Status’ is ‘Completed’. 
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XII. IDP Records 

 
The “IDP Details” page displays data entry fields required to add IDP details for a motorist. Required screen 

fields on this page are denoted with an asterisk and any data validations that the field must pass in order to be 

saved are indicated. A screen shot can be found in Figure 2.5. A breadcrumb link at the top left of this page can 

be used to return to the “Motorist Search” page where criteria are preserved. 
 

 
 

 

 
Figure 2.5 IDP Details 

Page Descriptions 

Data Entry - Required fields are marked with an asterisk (*) 

 *IDP Start Date - Must be entered in MM/DD/YYYY format. 

 Assessment Referral – Indicates whether or not the motorist was referred for an assessment. The 

default is “Select” and it is not a required field unless the IDP Status is ‘Completed’. The drop 

down menu options are: 

 Yes - If ‘Yes’ is chosen, the five fields in the “Reason for Assessment Referral” section must 

also be indicated as “yes” or “no”. 

 Yes – Out Of State Clinical Provider: this option should be chosen if the IDP refers the 

motorist for an assessment and they select an out of state clinical provider for their assessment 

and/or treatment, which will not be displayed or reported in IDS. If this option is chosen, the 

five fields in the “Reason for Assessment Referral” section must also be indicated as “yes” 

or “no”. 

 No 

Navigation Tip – Finding the IDP Tab 

I am on the ‘General’ or ‘Violation’ screen and I want to enter a IDP record: Simply click on the ‘Violation’ tab. 
I am on the ‘Motorist Search’ page: Follow the steps in the “Locating a Motorist” section, then navigate to the “Motorist Summary”

page and click on the “Details” button above the IDP section. 
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 Reason for Assessment Referral – If an assessment referral is made, you must indicate the reason 

for the referral. Five choices are offered based on the IDP screening matrix. If ‘Assessment Referral’ 

has been indicated as “Yes”, at least one of the following reasons must be selected: 

 RIASI Score 

 Intoxicated During Class 

 Re-Arrested 

 Self-Disclosure 

 Two or More Prior Convictions 

 
 Status Date – Indicates the date the motorist was completed, dropped or transferred to a new IDP. 

The value must be entered in MM/DD/YYYY format. 

 
 Status – Indicates the status of the motorist. Not a required field until the ‘IDP Status Date’ is 

entered. The available drop down options are: 
 Completed 
 Transferred 

 Re-scheduled 

 Dropped: Non-Payment of Class Fees 

 Dropped: Failure to Attend Assessment 

 Dropped: Failure to Attend Class 

 Dropped: Failure to Participate in Class 

 Dropped: Failure to Attend Treatment 

 Completed: Out of State 

 Dropped: Out of State 

 Automatic System Closure (this option cannot be selected but will display if a IDP record 

has been closed due to inactivity for a period of 150 days) 

 

 Transfer to – Indicates the name of the IDP to which the motorist is transferred and is not a 

required field unless the ‘IDP Status’ is “Transferred”. The default is “Select” and the drop down 

menu options include a list of the names and program numbers for active IDPs. 

 

 
 
 

 

Buttons 

Save – When you click on the “Save” button, IDS will validate information entered on the screen. If errors are 

found an error message will be displayed. If no errors are found, IDS will save your IDP details in the 

database. 

Clear – The “Clear” button will clear the screen of any manually entered content. 

Add – The “Add” button will allow the addition of a new IDP record for a motorist. 

Driver Abstract - The “Driver Abstract” hyperlink will navigate users to the most current abstract of driving 

record for the motorist. 

Business Rules 

‘IDP Status Date’ is required once a IDP ‘Status’ is selected and vice versa. 

If the Assessment Referral is ‘Yes’, at least one of the six choices listed in the ‘Reason for Assessment 

Referral’ section must be selected. 

‘Transfer To’ is a required field once a ‘IDP Status’ is ‘Transferred’ and vice versa. 
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XIII. How to Handle Out of State Drivers and Undocumented Persons in IDS 

Clinical Provider 

 

If a motorist has an out of state driver’s license, but was charged in NYS and has been ordered to get a 

screening, assessment or treatment, clinical providers should ask the motorist to provide their NYS DMV Client 

ID number (NOT the Client ID number from their state of license) to search the system. If they have been 

contacted by the NYS DMV, it should be on any correspondence they have received from them. If they do not 

know what their NYS DMV Client ID number is, they may request a copy of their driver’s abstract by visiting 

their local DMV office. However, unless the NYS DMV has placed a sanction against their driving record at 

that point, it is possible that a NYS DMV Client ID number has not yet been assigned. If this is the case, the 

Clinical Provider is not required to enter them into IDS at that time. However, please be aware that the motorist 

may contact the Clinical Provider at a later date once the DMV assigns them a NYS DMV Client ID number to 

request that they enter into IDS their screening, assessment or treatment information to satisfy DMV relicensing 

requirements. If the motorist returns within a year of their completion, Clinical Providers are required to enter 

the details of that screening, assessment or treatment into IDS without requiring that the motorist undergo 

additional assessment or treatment sessions. 

 
IDP Provider 

 
IDP enrollment records are included in IDS for out of state offenders and undocumented persons unless they 

are accepted through a courtesy enrollment. IDS does not maintain any information on IDP participants that 

have been accepted through a courtesy enrollment. IDPs must follow the current paper processes to account for 

these participants outside of the system. 

 

XIV. Reporting 

IDS will include reporting capabilities according to the user’s role and business requirements. 
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XV. Appendix A – Glossary 

 
IDS: Impaired Driver System; data collection and tracking system developed to support information sharing and 

outcome measures related to the screening, assessment and treatment of and participation in the Impaired Driver 

Program (IDP) by motorists charged with or convicted of an impaired driving related offense. 

 

BAC Level: Blood Alcohol Concentration; amount of alcohol detected in the motorist’s bloodstream at the time 

of arrest or ticket issue. BAC is used as an indicator of legal intoxication or impairment. BAC of .15 means that 

.15 percent of the blood content is alcohol. 

 

Breadcrumb Link: A navigation aid in IDS that provides users with a way to keep track of their locations 

within the program. They can be found near the top left of most IDS web pages. 

 

Clinical Provider: A clinician who has been approved by OASAS to conduct clinical screening, assessment 

and treatment of motorists charged with or convicted of an impaired driving related offense. 

 

Data Element: A unit of data. For example, on the ‘Motorist Search’ page, the ‘Birth Date’ is a unit of data. 

 

IDS Consent Form: IDS users are required to obtain the motorist’s consent, in the form of an IDS Consent 

Form, before viewing or creating an IDS record. The IDS consent form lists the specific data elements 

displayed in IDS and explains the purpose for sharing these details with parties listed on the consent. 

Confidentiality has been further assured by requiring that users attest to the receipt of the motorists consent 

when selecting an IDS record or creating a new IDS case. A customized consent form has been developed for 

this purpose and can be found in Appendix B. 

 

IDP: Impaired Driver Program; motorists participate in this seven week, 16-hour program either by court 

mandate or voluntary enrollment, in exchange for a conditional license during a term of suspension associated 

with an impaired driving related conviction. 

 

IDP Provider: The IDP director, coordinator or instructor who is registered as an authorized user of IDS. 

 

Driver’s Abstract: A NYS DMV form available through IDS which includes the following information about a 

motorist: name, date of birth, mailing address, driver license class, endorsements, restrictions, the current status 

and expiration date of their driver license, as well as any suspensions revocations, accidents, or moving 

violation convictions the motorist may have had. 

 

Email Alerts: Email messages generated by IDS and sent to users when a motorist’s status, as reported in IDS, 

is moving toward a state of non-compliance. Email alerts do not include any identifying information about the 

motorist and are simply a prompt for the IDS user to login to IDS to view alert and motorist details so that they 

can then take whatever action may be necessary. 

 

RIASI Score: Score for the test developed by the Research Institute on Addictions Self-Inventory that is used 

to determine whether the motorist needs an assessment and as a basis for referral from IDP. 

 

IDS User: Individual who is authorized to access IDS. 

 

Violation: An impaired driving arrest or infraction. 
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XVI. Appendix B – IDS Consent Form 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

SAMPLE 
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XVII. Appendix C – Abstract of Driving Record Sample 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAMPLE 
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